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Unending process of change – Everything is a constant becoming

is essence of Heraclitus philosophy brings to our attention the letters from the
editor published in 2011 and 2013, at the beginning of the period leading to the
Centennial of our Publisher, Polish Botanical Society, which we celebrated this year,
and to upcoming Centennial of this journal. For over a decade many dedicated
people served Acta Societatis Botanicorum Poloniae with one thought: To make it all
the time better! e journal has changed its layout, we developed a logo symbolizing
the continuous process of publishing new developments in botanical science,
beautiful microscopic cover photographs became our distinctive feature, a new
section of ethnobotany has been added, and special selections of articles have been
regularly published presenting the modern views in the most attractive areas of
contemporary plant biology: From computer modeling of plant development,
through the evolution of plant cell, to exploration of fragile arctic ecosystems.
With my parting with the position of Editor-in-Chief, the time has come to thank all
contributors to the journal’s success – our Authors, Reviewers, Members of the
Editorial Council, all dedicated Section Editors, and especially our Managing Editor
whose outstanding service has been frequently praised by the Authors. Next year the
journal will enter a new era of its development serving as always the botanical
community in Poland and elsewhere in the world: Per aspera ad astra.
With my best wishes of prosperous future

Beata Zagórska-Marek
Editor-in-Chief of ASBP
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